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Introduction

There is an increasing need for high-performance AI machines. What is unusual about AI is that its programs are typically dynamic in the way their execution unfolds and in the data structures they use. AI therefore needs machines that are late-binding.

Multiprocessors are often held out as the answer to AI's computing requirements. However, most success with multiprocessing has come from exploiting numerical computations' basic data structure—the static array (as in FORTRAN). A static array's structure does not change, so its elements (and the processing on them) may be readily distributed.

In AI, the ability to change and manipulate the structure of data is paramount; hence, the pre-eminence of the LISP list. Unfortunately, the traditional pointer-based list has serious drawbacks for distributed processing.

The dynamic array is a data structure that allows random access to its elements (like static arrays) yet whose structure—size and dimensions—can be easily changed, i.e., bound and re-bound at run-time. It combines the flexibility that AI requires with the potential for high performance through parallel operation.

A machine's implementation of dynamic arrays gives a good insight into its potential usefulness for AI applications. Therefore, here we outline the implementation of dynamic arrays on a machine we are developing. We hope this description will enable and encourage comparison with other proposed machines.

Dynamic arrays

A static array, as in FORTRAN, is a data structure that allows efficient random access to its elements; however, adding and deleting elements is not possible. A list, as in LISP, allows easy addition and deletion of elements (on its front), but it does not offer random access to its elements. A queue (a doubly-linked list) allows easy addition and deletion of elements on both its ends, but it still does not provide random access.

A dynamic array (or random access list) provides easy addition and deletion of elements anywhere while still providing efficient random access to its elements. Dynamic arrays may sound too good to be true (and they apparently cannot be implemented effectively on conventional computers); nonetheless, they are the fundamental data type on the FFP machine.

The FFP machine's implementation of dynamic arrays

The FFP machine project at UNC-CH has as its goal the design and construction of a general-purpose computer equally adept at symbolic and numeric computation, whose high performance is balanced by its program-
ming flexibility. The successful implementation of dynamic arrays (called sequences in the FFP language) is crucial for achieving our project goals.

The FFP machine is a linear array of small processor/memory elements called L cells that communicate through interconnection networks built with T cells.

The FFP machine is a small-grain multiprocessor; a small-grain machine is one in which an individual processor cannot do useful computation by itself. A small-grain computer is the same thing as a smart memory (or a "logic-in-memory" system). Processor and memory are integrated; the separation of the two—the cause of the von Neumann bottleneck—is abolished. Programs are put into the memory, the memory "executes" them, and the results are removed from memory. Processing, as we traditionally imagine it, is completely distributed through the memory.

The key to implementing dynamic arrays in the FFP machine is the addressless nature of its smart memory—data is never bound to specific physical locations, so it can be relocated easily. This memory is between an addressable and an associative memory. In an addressable memory, locations are identified with their physical addresses; in an associative ("content-addressable") memory, all locations are fully interchangeable—data in such memory must be fully "self-describing". The FFP machine uses addresses in a limited way: its memory locations (L cells) have a built-in left-to-right order, and that order must be maintained if memory contents are relocated. Much of the structural information about the data is in the left-to-right order of the memory cells.

The FFP machine computes by repeatedly partitioning its hardware into submachines, one per reducible expression (both program and data), and letting the submachines do their reductions independently and simultaneously.

Program and data are stored in the FFP machine, one symbol per L cell; structure brackets are explicitly represented. A dynamic array is, therefore, spread out across many cells, occupying a segment of the L array.

A submachine begins reduction of an expression by building explicit structure descriptors ('directories') for its symbols; it keeps these directories until its symbols are, say, evaluated. During that time, the data in each memory cell is self-describing, allowing easy access to elements of structures; thus, dynamic arrays' requirement for efficient random access is fulfilled.

As one reduction step gives way to the next, the directories describing the arrays' structure are re-calculated "on the fly"; thus, any change to a dynamic array's structure is figured into the directories on the next reduction step. In this way, dynamic arrays' requirement for efficient, uninhibited re-organization is met.

Storage management

One benefit of the chosen (nearly) addressless memory to support dynamic arrays in the FFP machine is that storage management can be integrated into the machine's hardware. Besides taking advantage of hardware-level speed, it also takes advantage of hardware-level parallelism. Fast storage management is of the greatest importance in a machine hoping to support dynamic data types, i.e., those whose structure can change at run-time.

Storage management in hardware is possible because the FFP machine's memory contents can be freely moved left or right, provided their order is maintained. Therefore, a system of rapid, machine-wide storage management is simply a solution to the one-dimensional problem of how to move data left and right, to make room where needed and to swallow up room where available.
When one tries to take advantage of unbounded parallelism on a multiprocessor with finite resources, deadlock is a potential problem. The problem is worse in systems where programs and data tend to be fixed in particular memory locations. In the FFP machine, L cells' contents are relatively free to move. Excess computations can even overflow out of the L array into auxiliary memory, allowing the machine to continue with its computation. The overflow programs are re-loaded as space becomes available.

Another factor to consider is that storage management in the FFP machine (and all other 'operating system' functions built into the hardware) is an integral part of the machine operation, instead of a background process that pops up now and again. Therefore, it can be readily accounted for in the analysis of machine performance. This is important because the cost of storage management is significant for late-binding computers.

Designing storage management into the hardware is especially important for an AI oriented parallel computer. The dynamic, unpredictable nature of AI computation requires ongoing quick adaptation as execution unfolds.
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